Hello again, I hope everyone is keeping well and surviving the enforced idleness
at home, when we’d all rather
be out on our bikes and
meeting up with friends. Some
excellent contributions to keep
you entertained and I’m
grateful to everybody that has
found the time to send in
material; keep it coming- just in
case!
Just to help remind us why
we’re not able to meet in
person, here’s a picture of
Marie, whose knitted a
window rainbow in support of
our incredible NHS. Not sure
about the dodgy bloke lurking
behind her, mind you!
I think that rainbow needs to be attached to a bike or two on our runs over the
coming months.
Stay safe everybody and see you all again soon.
Paul Miles- chairperson.

First up, our very own pocket rocket, Betsy Barber, remembers her trip to Land’s
End (down the road from where my mother was born and now a ‘visitor
experience’ complete with waxwork models of Poldark and pretend pirate; all
very depressing- ed) in order to help raise funds for a hospital scanner.
Three wheels on my wagon
In 1991, much like today, Salisbury District hospital was running a scanner
appeal. At the time I was Chairperson of the Stonehenge section with the late
John Allington as vice chair. John and his wife, Daphne, had spent about ten
years carrying out a ground-up restoration of a 1934 BSA three-wheeler and
Daphne and I came up with the idea to raise money for the appeal by riding from
Salisbury to Land’s End, encouraging donations as we went.
We secured sponsorship from Little Chef, including free meals and refreshments
en route and calling in person to each restaurant we passed, hopefully
encouraging further donations. In the event, there was only so much we were
able to eat in the day it took to make our trip!
My niece Karen lived
in Camborne (once
one of the richest tin
mining areas in the
world-ed) at the
time and so on the
way through we met
up with her and her
husband and they
accompanied us for
the remainder of the
journey in their
1930s Singer.

After a meal (Really Betsy, how
much can a woman actually eat?ed) and the obligatory photos to
prove we’d actually made it to
Land’s End, we returned to Karen’s
for the night before returning to
Salisbury the following morning.
We did, in fact, have backup; my
late husband Brian and Daphne’s
husband John followed us there
and back (did they get free food
too?-ed), but the BSA proved to be
so reliable we didn’t require their
assistance. In total, we covered
over 400 trouble-free miles and
raised £1000 for the scanner
appeal, a considerable sum back
then and a most enjoyable and
successful trip!

Next, Johnathan Hill recalls a find memory of the recently departed, great, Colin
Seeley, one of my heroes.
Colin Seeley remembered
Motorcycle sport has recently lost three of its champions from a golden age of
motorcycle racing – legendary road racer and five-times world champion Geoff
Duke; Les Archer, the first-ever European (nowadays world) moto-cross
champion and now, sadly, Colin Seeley, the world-class sidecar racer and
manufacturer.

The VMCC’s Dorset Section were proud to host this club night (2007) when Colin
was their guest speaker, with Mike Jackson as chairman, reliving the experiences
of his amazingly varied career. Pictured above on that memorable occasion are
from left to right: great all-rounder and multi-sidecar enduro champion George
Greenland; secretary Jonathan Hill; Colin Seeley; moto-cross legend and Metisse
manufacturer Derek Rickman; Honda’s former European CEO Gerald Davison;
former Norton Villiers Europe sales director Mike Jackson and BSA development
engineer Mike Martin (brother of BSA competition shop manager Brian).
Certainly a night to remember, when we were privileged to rub shoulders with
some of motorcycling’s royalty.
Jonathan Hill

Our very own secretary, Paul W, actually manages to find time to work on his
bikes in between wolfing down life-sustaining mouthfuls of cake; a man’s gotta

eat etc. This week he’s put down his Maracas and rattled some paint cans
instead:
Tank Lining Woes
Over the years, I’ve always tried to do as much as possible myself when restoring
a motorcycle. In the past, that has included nickel plating (who remembers the
Dynic kits?), turning, brazing, welding, painting, electrics, magneto winding,
wheel building and tank lining.
I don’t mean tank lining as in pouring in a pot of Petseal to stabilise rust and seal
pinholes, but rather those go-faster decorative lines on the outside of a tank.
I’ve never liked the word “pinstripes” (too American!), but same thing.
The issue with tanks generally is that everyone looks at them; people often judge
a restoration based on the appearance of the tank. I’m not a concours
d'elegance person. If I was, I’d ship my tanks off to JBS in East Coker and the
results would be stunning, but alas, not done by me. However, I do want my
tanks to look “tidy”, so I try my best…
The amateur seems to have two choices: you can either use self-adhesive lining
tape or you can paint the lines. There is a third
choice; you can give the tank to a professional sign
writer (as above) but the results can sometimes
surprise you. I was a little disappointed with my ’35
Ariel Cammy Square Four tank when it came back
from a sign writer in 1998; despite giving clear
instructions on line widths, line gaps and line
colour, it came back with big fat lines and in pure gold leaf, which remain
glaringly too bright to this day.
Over the last two years, I’ve been restoring a ’39 Ariel 4G Square Four. It was
an eBay purchase, very original, but every mechanical part was worn out and
the mudguards were very rusty and full of holes. About 13 years ago, someone
had restored the magneto and tank and then gave up! So the tank was in
relatively good condition but had been stored badly, and the 13 year old chrome
was peeling. Having restored everything else on the bike, it was time to tackle
the tank, so I got it re-chromed by Doug Taylor in Banwell and then set about
painting it.

I was pleased with the results; so far, so good. I decided I wanted to hand paint
the gold lines 1) because that’s how it was done originally and 2) I reasoned that
it would provide a better finish between the red / chrome interface. I guess
we’ve all seen that guy in the Royal Enfield factory in India who has a pot of gold
paint and a lining brush; he picks up a tank and does the complete lining, by
hand,
in
four
strokes,
it
is
amazing
to
watch
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rtMhsZ2qXJY). Well guess what, that’s
not me; I’m going to need masking tape before any gold line painting.
And that’s when it all started to go
wrong. In the past, I’ve used lowtack micro masking tape from
JammyDog; they do a complete
range starting at 1mm wide, so if
you need two parallel lines, one
3mm wide and the other 6mm
wide with a gap of 2mm, you can
buy the micro masking tapes to
suit. But it is paper based and it
just refused to go nicely round the
curves on this quite large bulbous tank. I decided I needed a vinyl-based masking
tape that would have some “stretch” to it and allow it go round these curves.
After hunting around, I found
some 3mm and 6mm by 3M (blue
in the photo). As I was masking
the tank with this tape in
preparation for painting between
the tape, I knew something was
wrong. It just didn’t feel “low
tack” to me, so when I had to
slightly re-position a section, disaster! To be fair, it was probably my fault;
although I had keyed the new chrome with wet’n’dry paper and had used an
etch primer, I hadn’t gone right up to the edge where the tape was going to be

placed. In disgust, I started scraping off all my nice red paint to provide a better
key in the chrome. And this is as far as I got back in October 2019, at which point
I put the tank back on the shelf and waited for better weather and a better frame
of mind!
The story is not quite finished. Although the SQ4 tank currently remains exactly
as it did in October 2019, I’ve been working on an Ariel “Stealth” bike. It started
life as a ’38 VB model, which is a 500cc side valve and was bought as a project
(frame, engine and gearbox only) from a well-known Ariel dealer. Over the last
three years, I’ve been able to collect all the remaining parts
needed for it, including a VH 500cc OHV single port engine
fitted with a high compression Triumph piston. The plan is
to build a bike that can keep up with William Webb, Ken
Druce and Paul Miles (fat chance- ed). It’s a “Stealth” bike
because I’ve built it to a price with hardly any chrome and
no colour other than black - which brings me to the tank. A brand new, British
made steel tank made for the Ariel Owners club which came to me in bare steel.
I’ve painted it (etch primer, high build filler, several cellulose black top coats)
and needed to line it.
With the disaster of the SQ4 tank still fresh in my mind, I decided to go for tape
on this one and without using any masking tape for guidance. The downside of
tape is that you’re going to have some splicing to do at the joins, so you do need
a fine scalpel knife and magnifier. You’ll also need to protect the tape; I used to
use clear enamel varnish for this but on this all black tank, I’ll spray the whole
tank with the excellent Pro XL 2K Lacquer-in-a-can. “How can it be a two -pack
lacquer in a can?” I hear you ask. The clever people at Pro XL have added a ring
pull on the bottom of the can; pull it and turn to release the activator, shake like
mad and you have 24 hours to use the contents.

I haven’t sprayed the 2K lacquer yet, so it could still all go horribly wrong and
then I’d end up with two finished bikes both without tanks.
Remember, it’s only a bit of fun!

Finally, another excellent article from ace contributor Ian Clarke. I must
apologise for mixing some of the photographs up in the last issue, but BMWsthey all look the same to me! I’m fairly certain these are of a BMW, though, and
not an Ural or Douglas Dragonfly.

R75/5: Long Term Ownership by The Amateur Mechanic.

Most of the current crop of classic (and modern) motorcycle magazines run so
called ‘long term’ road tests, however their idea of ‘long term’ seems to be no

more than 12 months and a few thousand miles. What follows may well be seen
as a proper evaluation of both long-term ownership and use....
This story really begins in November 1971 when a drunken car driver decided to
pull out in front of me, putting me in hospital and off work for fourteen weeks,
breaking my leg in three places. Sitting at home nursing the leg with little to do
except to start restoring my 1925 Excelsior, I had plenty of thinking time....
My road machine at that time was a 1968 R69S and. although I’d covered some
30,000 miles on it, I can’t honestly say it was a good example of the marque or
that I really liked it. Like many other BMW owners at that time I considered the
new /5 machines to be somewhat inferior to the older models they replaced. In
some respects they possibly were. Much use was made of fibreglass, the
suspension was not as soft or compliant as an Earles fork bike, the whole
machine had grown in size and there appeared to be no great weight saving,
however....I already owned one of the latest examples of an Earles machine and
if I were to consider buying another BMW the next logical step would be to buy
a /5. Having pored over the sales brochure for many hours I decided to go for
the largest engine option available. As our American cousins (allegedly) often
say, ‘theres no substitute for cubes!’. In fact, to get a similar performance to the
R69S the replacement bike had to be a 750. The BMW adverts at that time
claimed that the R75/5 had a better 0-100kph time (6.4 seconds) than a
Maserati Bora, Lamborghini Miura and Ferrari Berlinetta Boxer, which was good
enough for this 24 year old.
I rang Bill Slocombe in Neasden. Yes, he had a new 75/5 in stock but in Polaris
Silver. I of course wanted one in traditional Black. No, that wouldn’t be a
problem he assured me, as he had a new 60/5 in Black in his showroom so he’d
simply change the painted parts. This only involved the tank and mudguards but
I do wonder if any of the current BMW dealers (or anyone else) would be
prepared to go to these lengths to get a sale? Not only would he do this but
because of my current incapacity he would pick up my R69S from Birmingham,
take it to London, and if we didn’t strike a deal bring it straight back to me. In
the event this wasn’t necessary and I see from the original invoice that he
allowed £420 for the ‘S’ against the list price of £1105 OTR for the 75/5.
I was still off work and we were in the middle of winter so a decision was made
to register the bike when I was fit and the weather had improved, but at 24 years
of age and with a new BMW in the garage, how long can you wait? In my case
just under 2 months, so on the 7th February 1972 the bike was registered with
Warwickshire County Licensing Office. These ‘new’ engines were said to be good

for 100,000 miles without major attention and I vowed not to lift the heads on
mine until it had reached this mileage. How well it fared we shall see...
The two months the bike had spent at home being polished and having stainless
steel fasteners fitted had not been entirely successful as, when the bike got wet
for the first time, the front and rear indicator mountings went rusty due to over
zealous use of Solvol Autosol on the (thin) cadmium plating. My less than ideal
solution to this was to polish off the rust and paint them with yacht varnish.
By registering in February when the weather was still very cold, the first
problems with the ‘newfangled’ electric starter became apparent. Early /5’s
were fitted with a 15 AH battery which, frankly, was inadequate for starting a
tight, high compression 750. BMW were obviously aware of a potential problem
as they recommended use of the kickstart to turn the engine over in ‘cold
conditions’ in the factory supplied handbook. Given a few kicks
first the starter motor just about coped, that is, providing the motor fired in the
first couple of tries. If not you were faced with using the kickstart, not an easy
option as the lever is quite high off the ground. I soon adopted the technique I’d
seen German riders using on their bikes, namely standing on the rear footrest
with the right foot whilst kicking with the left. A technique I’ve adopted since for
all my BMW’s. Over the past 40 odd years starting has gradually improved due
to BMW/Varta//Bosch increasing the battery capacity without increasing the
physical size. The real breakthrough for me came when I discovered the Hawker
Odyssey battery that may only be rated at about 15AH but gives a starting
current of 680 amps. Battery life has averaged out at around 7 years but to be
honest this couldn’t have been achieved if a kickstart had not been fitted. Once
started from cold it has always been possible to take off the choke almost
immediately.
So what did I think of my ‘plastic’ BMW? I loved it! At the end of its first 12
months on the road it had covered 12,402 trouble free miles. I ran a 1966
Triumph 5TA as my ‘ride to work’ machine so all 12000+ miles were ‘pleasure’
riding. And what a pleasure it was! I keep comprehensive service records (my
machine has never been dealer serviced, I even avoided first free one). The
engine oil was changed at 637 miles, followed by the shaft at 930, the bevels at
951 and the gearbox at 972. why on earth they weren’t all changed at the same
time I’ve really no idea. Whilst the engine oil was being changed the cylinder
head torque and tappet clearances were checked and found to be OK. Although
the makers handbook recommended engine oil and filter changes at 3000 mile
intervals I decided that I would change at 2 rather than 3 thousand miles on the
basis that oil and filters are relatively cheap whilst engine rebuilds are likely to

be expensive. A policy I still adhere to today, the only exception being when I’ve
undertaken trips to Europe of over 2000 miles.
My records show the original Metzeler rear tyre was changed at 10,084 miles
and was replaced by a Dunlop TT100. why a Dunlop? Who knows, I guess I must
have got it cheap. The Dunlop wasn’t particularly successful as it didn’t wear
evenly around the circumference and nearly caught me out by doing this. Every
time I checked it for wear with a quick glance it looked OK, then one day I turned
it a complete revolution and spotted a ‘bald’ patch.
The first set of points were changed at 14,291 miles when the timing was also
adjusted.The plugs showed little signs of wear and covered 19,835 miles before
replacement. At 20,016 miles the kickstart broke, not a particularly common
fault on the /5 in spite of a bit of poor design by BMW. The kickstart used the
front footrest as its limit stop but, as the lever is dead straight, its actually the
left hand side of the footplate that makes contact with the footrest rubber. This
has the effect of twisting the lever every time it hits the ‘stop’. BMW quickly
eliminated this potential problem by casting a bend into the lever to ensure it
hit the footrest squarely. My replacement kickstart was one of the ‘new’ types
and
has
been
fitted
ever
since.
By 20,359 miles a centre stand spring had failed and had to be replaced. At the
same time the air filter element was changed but only because the service
schedule said it should be as there didn’t appear to be much dirt in it. Nineteen
miles later I changed both tyres, the front having been on since new. Matched
Continentals were fitted and since then only Conti or Metzeler tyres have been
used, although after my recent experiences with Bridgestones on my R90S, I’ll
probably fit them on the 75/5 at the next change. The life expectancy of the
tyres over 48 years is interesting as it reflects the changes in tyre technology
over the period, in that each subsequent tyre has had a shorter life. Over the
93,690 miles the bike has covered to date, front tyres have lasted an average of
14,649 miles and rears 8,223 miles but these figures fall with each tyre change.
At the last change the front covered 9,593 miles and the rear 6,135 miles,
somewhat different to the OEM tyres at 20,378 and 10,084 respectively!
At 20,422 miles a rear wheel spoke broke and was replaced. The wheels were
fitted with stainless spokes at 58,596 miles purely for cosmetic reasons. Other
than this no further work has been undertaken on the wheels which still retain
their original bearings etc. When the 75/5 celebrated its third birthday it had
covered 24,872 miles. The front brake, which had always needed a fair amount
of lever pressure to be effective (except when there was damp in the air)
seemed to be requiring even more. This turned out to be due to a split in the

cable outer sheath allowing water to penetrate and rust the inner of the sleeve.
The cable change occurred at 25,570 miles.
At 29,850 miles the other centre stand spring failed. Perhaps a faulty batch as
one hasn’t failed since? Little did I know that a major disaster loomed just round
the corner. On my way to work on a sunny morning in late March 1977 I felt the
rear of the bike step out a couple of times so I stopped to investigate. The whole
of the back end of the machine was covered in oil and my first thought was that
the rear main oil seal had failed spectacularly. I took the decision to wipe away
the oil and proceed slowly to work as I was then about 2 miles from the nearest
village. In the event, 2 miles later the oil pressure warning light came on and I
cut the engine right outside the local garage. Still hopeful of making it a further
2 miles to work I purchased 2 litres of oil and topped up the sump. It took almost
1.5 litres to get the oil level to the upper mark on the dipstick..... I made it to
work, rolling into the bike park as I’d cut the engine again when the oil pressure
warning light came on. I wondered how much permanent damage had been
inflicted by the low oil pressure/level? The bike was trailered home and my
disillusionment was complete. How could this have happened at 34,394 miles
when I thought it should have done 100,000 miles? As I had other machines to
ride the 75/5 languished in the back of the garage for 15 months until I finally
felt like investigating exactly what had gone wrong. With the gearbox out and
the flywheel removed it was obvious the rear main oil seal hadn’t failed as the
oil leak was further down in the vicinity of the oil pump. I checked the tightness
of the four screws on the oil pump cover plate, all were loose. As they were
slowly removed the cause of the leak became apparent. During factory assembly
someone had managed to get the neoprene ‘O’ ring which forms the cover seal
round one of the screws. Quite why it hadn’t failed before I’ll never know but
fortunately its failure didn’t cause any long term damage.There was, however,
some slight scoring on the rear thrust washer so this was changed as a
precaution. Having removed the flywheel the rear main seal was also changed.
No sense in putting it back together only for another possible failure inside my
100,000 mile target. A road test of just one mile and the nearside silencer
started blowing. On these early machines the engine breather is only routed into
the offside air tube so it’s rarely this side silencer that fails first. Breakwell and
Green supplied a set of stainless silencers, fitted at 34,395 miles and we were
off again, everything as good as new. In retrospect I was fortunate to have the
original silencers last as long as they did, many owners I’ve spoken to didn’t
make 10,000 miles on the OEM silencers.
The indicator switch became intermittent in operation and was replaced at
37,730 miles soon to be followed by the dipswitch at 41,143 miles. By the time

of its first outing in 1981 the odometer read 48,636 miles and the bike was
running as well as when it was new. During a routine fork oil change the offside
fork leg lower valve housing was seen to have rusted badly and was replaced.
A new battery became a necessity in July 1981 after 52,163 but the original had
lasted almost 10 years, even if the kick start had seen a lot of use towards the
end of the battery’s life. At the same time the petrol pipes had started to perish
and needed attention. By 55,149 miles the offside tappets had become very
noisy and weren’t quietened by adjustment. The problem turned out to be
excessive wear on the exhaust rocker spindle. Fortunately on these early bushed
rockers a repair kit consisting of new bushes and spindle was available. The
steering started to ‘self centre’ on a notch in the head races
which were changed at 56,272 along with a second replacement front brake
cable that had suffered the same fate as the first one.
Purely for cosmetic reasons (read rust!) the seat was dismantled and the base
powder coated whilst the foam and cover were still in good order after some
59,515 miles of use. The original carb diaphragms lasted to 59,882 miles and
were changed not because they were holed but because I suspected that they’d
gone weak. Soon after the Speedo needle decided to imitate an aircraft
propellor hitting the rev counter needle in its travels. Combined /5 clocks were
(are) not cheap and the story of trying to get one that recorded
speed/revs/mileage to my satisfaction could fill several paragraphs; suffice it to
say it took four heads before I found one that was satisfactory. The original
instrument recorded 63,253 miles before it failed due, I believe, to overzealous
application of grease during assembly.
As later machines used needle roller rockers and I had some ‘in stock’ I decided,
at 64,034 miles, to conduct an experiment by fitting a set of these to the offside
head only to enable me to make comparisons.It soon became obvious that there
was little difference between the sides so I quickly reverted back to the bushed
rockers. Due to seepage of fuel from the float chambers both floats were
changed at 68,283 miles along with the needles and needle jets which were
beginning to show signs of wear. The floats appear to absorb chemicals from the
fuel and get heavier with age. With a Continental trip coming up the backlash in
the drive splines had become so pronounced that something needed to be done
and a second hand bevel and housing was fitted at 71,044 miles whilst the
original bevel was put to one side for a spline change. The original clutch cable
fractured at the handlebar nipple at 72,766 miles, unfortunately in the centre of
St Martin d’Ardeche on a trip to Mont Ventoux in South Eastern France. I guess
this is a reasonable life expectancy for a clutch cable? The old electrical switch

problem reoccured again at 74,348 when a second replacement dip/flash switch
was required. For some time the ignition switch had been a bit ‘hit and miss’ in
operation. Rebuilding this switch is not a job for the faint hearted but at 74,579
miles I ‘bit the bullet’ and removed the switch from the headlamp. Once apart
the fault became apparent; one of the two circular springs which retain the ball
bearings that hold the key in position had broken. With new springs in place and
the switch re-installed it’s still as good as new.
Having seen a Hawker battery start an R100RS in temperatures of below -15C at
the Elephant Rally I invested in one, fitted at 75,823 miles, which really improved
the cold starting. At 79,276 miles I replaced the steering head bearings for the
second time, fitted new Boge dampers to the rear suspension and inspected the
condition of the points for the first time in 13,010 miles.
At 84,550 the front stoplight switch failed whilst at 85,633 the offside fork seal
started leaking so the forks were completely stripped and rebuilt. Having
replaced the splines in the original bevel unit this went back on at 90,399 miles.
One of the (original) throttle cables began to fray and both cables were changed
at 91,481 miles. By 91,785 the ‘Everbest’ petrol taps had started to leak quite
badly so a pair of (rebuildable) Karcoma taps replaced them whilst Ethanol had
started to affect the petrol pipes which were changed to Ethanol proof BMW
pipe.

So, that’s it! I haven’t covered the 100,000 miles yet (93,690 as I write this) but
neither have I stripped the engine or gearbox. The heads have never been off
but the clutch is now getting worn and is a bit like an on/off switch so I can’t
honestly see it making 100,000 miles. It does seem like almost endless
maintenance when it’s all laid bare like this but it really hasn’t been a chore to
maintain.
What do I think of it 48 years on? Well I love riding it as much as I ever did when
it was new. It still goes as well as ever but these days it gets treated with a bit
more respect, in keeping with the ‘older’ vehicle its become. I never in my
wildest dreams imagined I would
keep it long enough for it to be eligible in VMCC events! As I’ve often said to
people, if I could only keep one machine out of my collection then this R75/5
would be that bike.

Postscript.
The clutch plate has now been changed but all other components in the clutch
were still well within factory tolerance.

And that’s it for another edition of Lockdown News. Rather hoping that I won’t
need to think about the next one, but luckily, I have some material to hand if
needs be. Stay safe, put a new spark plug in that Raleigh Wisp moped- after all,
you’ll need to keep up with the secretary’s ‘Stealth Ariel’ …
Much love
Paul (the one without the Ariel, stealth or otherwise)

